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TWO SHEETED DISCS AND BOUNDED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

MIKIHI&O HAYASHI, MITSURU NAKAI, AND SHICEO SECAWA 

To the memory of Professor K6taro Oikawa 

00 We consider the question of whether or not the space H (R) 

of bounded analytic functions on a Riemann surface R separates 

the points of R for various two sheeted unlimited branched or 

unbranched covering surfaces D- of a domain D contained in the 

unit disc ~. Let n:D-~D be the covering map of D- onto D, and 

let {zn} be the set of images of branch points of D-, i.e. the 

images in D of the critical points of n. Then {zn} is a 

countable discrete subset of D. If D is simply connected, then 

the two sheeted covering surface D- is uniquely determined by 

P. J. Myrberg [7] observed that when D is the punctured 

unit disc and the images {zn} of branch points accumulate at 

the origin then the bounded analytic functions of D- take the 

same value at each of the two points of D- lying over a given 
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point zED, that is, 
. . 

( 1 ) 

For the case when D is the unit disc ~ and {zn} is a 

discrete subset of ~, it is a classical result of H. L. 

Selberg (11) that the "Myrberg phenomenon" expressed in the 

equation (1) is valid if and only if 

( 2 ) L (l-lz 1)=00. 
n~l n 

The usual way of establishing the Myrberg phenomenon for 

two sheeted branched covering surface is as follows: Let f be 

any bounded analytic function of D-, and let g(z) be the 
e 

square of the diffe~nce of the values of f at the two points 

of D- which lie over the point zED. Then g is a bounded 

analytic function in D which vanishes at all of the images of 

the branch points of D-. In the Myrberg and Selberg cases the 

function g has too many zeros for a bounded holomorphic 

function unless it is identically zero. 

For the preceding proof it might appear that the Myrberg 

phenomenon depends on the fact that the covering surface has 

"too many" branch points. We show this is not the case by 

constructing unbranched two sheeted covering surfaces of 

suitable subdomains D of A which exhibit the Myberg phenomenon 

(cf. also (4), (5), (6). 

We say that a countable subset {zn} of points in A is 

admissibte if it is discrete and satisfies the equation (2). A 

sequence {An} of closed discs centered at the points {zn} is 

said to be admissibLe if the closed discs {~n} are disjoint 
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and contained in A, and we say that their radii {r } form-an _ n 

admissible sequence of radii for {zn}' Thus a sequence- {rn } of 

positive numbers forms an admissible set of radii for {zn} if 

and only if 

O<r ~l-lz I n n 

and 

for every nand m with n#m. Given an admissible set of points 

{Zn} and an admissible sequence of closed discs {An} centered 

on them, we let A- be the two sheeted unlimited covering 

surface of A branched over the points {zn}' and set 

( 3 ) 

and 

( 4 ) 
~ 

Then D- is an unbranched two sh~ted covering surface of D. We 

call an admissible sequence {An} of discs nonseparating if the 

equation (1) holds when D and D- are given by equations (3) 

and (4). Our principal result stated in the quaLitative form 

is the folowing: 

THEOREM. For any admissibLe sequence {z } there exists a 
n 

corresponding sequence oj positive numbers {r
n

} such that any 

admissibLe set {A } oj discs centered at {z } is nonseparating 
n n 

whenever their radii {rn } satisjy O<rn~rn 
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· . 
This is a co sequence of our Main Theorem of quantitative 

nature, which gives a sufficient condition for a sequence of 

positive numbers {rn } to have this property. The condition is 

expressed in terms of a convergence criterion. It is not too 

difficult to give a direct qualitative proof of the principal 

result stated above (cf. [6]). An essential problem in this 

regard is to give sufficiently explicit bounds so that one can 

determine whether a given admissible sequence of discs {~ } is 
n 

nonseparating or not. Our Main Theorem is a contribution to 

this problem. 

An admissible sequence {zn} is said to be rigid if every 

choice of admissible sequence of discs {~ } centered at {z } 
n n 

is nonseparating. We have seen in our former paper [6] that 

there exist in a natural sense as many rigid admissible 

sequences as nonrigid ones. It is again important and 

interesting for us to be able to tell whether a given 

admissible sequence {zn} is rigid or not. We give a partial 

answer to this question so that we can give concrete examples 

of nonrigid admissible sequences. We also give a concrete 

example of rigid ones. A typical result among them is the 

following: The admissible sequence {zn} given by 

( 5 ) (n~l) 

is nonrigid. 

The paper consists of 6 sections. In the first section 1 

titled Construction oj separating Junctions an auxiliary 
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function is constructed which is in the first place used to 

show the validity of (1) if Hoo(D-) does not separate the fiber 

-1 . n (a) for at least one point a in D. The essential use of the 

function is made in Section 2 with the title Independence on 

jinite parts. Here it is shown among others that {z } ~1 is a n n_ 

rigid admissible sequence if and only if the admissible 

sequence {z } ~k is rigid for one and hence for every k~1. In n n_ 

the third section 3 titled The size oj nonseparating discs the 

main result of this paper of giving a concrete {rk } in terms 

of {zn} will be proven. Under the title Nonseparation 

criterion an easily applicable simplification of the result in 

the preceding section is given here in Section 4. The result 

is then applied to two concrete examples in Section 5 with the 

title Examples oj nonseparating discs. In Section 6 titled 

Rigid and nonrigid two sheeted discs a criterion of the 

nonrigidness for admissible sequences is given which is 

applied to concrete cases including (5). A concrete example of 

a rigid admissible sequence is also given in this section. 

1. Construction of separating functions. 

1.1. Consider a two sheeted unlimited covering surface 

(d-,d,n) over the open unit disc d={lzl<1} with a covering map 

n. Such a covering surface (d-,d,n), or simply d-, is referred 

to as a two sheeted disc or more simply 2-disc. A 2-disc d-

determines and is determined by a discrete sequence (or rather 
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set) {zn} in ~ which is the totalIty of projections of branch 

points in ~- by the covering map n. The sequence {z } will be 
n 

referred to as a determining sequence (or set) of ~-. As usual 

we denote by Hoo(R) the set of bounded holomorphic functions on 

a Riemann surface R. It is known (Selberg [11], cf. also [10], 

[12], [14]) that the Myrberg phenomenon ([7], cf. also [9]) 

occurs if and only if the determining sequence {zn} of ~-

satisfies 

00 
L (l-l z n l)=oo. 

n=l 

Such a discrete sequence {zn} will be referred to as an 

admissibLe sequence in ~ in this paper. Hereafter we will 

always assume that the determining sequence {zn} of 2-disc ~-

is admissible unless the contrary is explicitly stated. 

In terms of the Euclidean metric r(z,w)=lz-wl the open 

(closed, resp.) Euclidean disc ~(w,r) (~(w,r), resp.) in ~ 

with center wand radius r in the interval (O,l-lwl) is given 

by 

~(w,r)={z:r(z,w)<r) (~(w,r)={z:r(z,w);:;;r), resp.). 

Later we will also consider the corresponding objects with 

respect to the pseudohyperbolic metric on ~. 

A sequence {~n} of pairwise disjoint closed discs ~n= 

~(zn,rn) in ~, or simply the sequence {rn }, will be said to be 

admissibLe for an admissible sequence {zn} of points in ~. 
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Hence {~(Zn,rn)}is an admissible sequence of discs in ~ if 

and only if 

for every n in N, the set of positive integers, and also 

r +r <Iz -z I n m n m 

for everY,n and m in N with ntm. The former condition simply 

means that ~ =~(z ,r )c~ for every n in N and the latter means 
n n n 

that ~ n~ =¢ for every nand m in N with ntm. n m 

associated with an admissible sequence {zn} in ~ for a 2-disc 

(~-,~,n) we consider a region 

and the smooth covering surface (D-,D,nID-) naturally 

associated with (~-,~,n) so that D- may be viewed as a 

subregion of ~-. Here the smoothness of D- means that there 

are no branch points in D-. 

We say 'that Hoo(R) separates the poirj.ts in a subset S of a 

Riemann surface R including the case S=R if there exists an 

fab in Hoo(R) for any pair (a,b) of distinct points a and b in 

1.2. Fix a 2-disc (~-,~,n) with an admissible determining 

sequence {z } ~l and an admissible sequence {~ } of closed n n= n 
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, . 
discs A =~(z ,r ) in A which defines regions n n n 

(k=O,1,2,···) 

so that DO=D in the notation of 1.1. Take an arbitrary Jordan 

region W in Dk with WCDk such that n- 1 (W) consists of disjoint 

copies. We maintain the following 

which separates the points in the fiber n- 1 (a) for some point 

separates the points in the fiber n- 1 (z) for every z in WU{a}. 

+ - ~ -1 {a ,a }, we will construct an FEH (n (Dk )) such that FoT=-F 

~O on n- 1 (W) where T is the cover transformation of (A~,A,n) 

so 

be the set of points z in Dk,W such that f separates the 

points in the fiber n-1 (z) so that aEX. We will actually prove 

more than stated in the above lemma: F(z+)~F(z-) for every 

ZEWUX. The construction given in 1.3 and 1.4 below is based 

upon a device developed in [4]. 

1.3. On replacing f by f-foT if necessary we may assume 
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, . 
+ -that foT=-f so that f(a )=-f(a )~O. Choose a triple (J1 ,J,J2 ) 

of analytic Jordan curves J 1 , J and J 2 in ~ with the following 

properties: the inverse image under n of the closure of the 

inside of J 1 consists of two disjoint copies; the inside of J 2 

contains W; the inside of J (J1 , resp.) contains the closure 

of the inside of J 2 (J, resp.); the outside of J 1 contains 

-1 -
{a}U(Un~k+1~n); f does not vanish on n (A), where A is the 

closure of the annulus A bounded by J 1 and J 2 . Observe that 

-+ + ---and that nlA =n (niA =n , resp.) is a bijective conformal 

resp.) is the conformal mapping of A onto A+ (A-, resp.). 

Then, noting that foT=-f, we can consider the holomorphic 

function g on A given by 

which does not vanish on A. Hence log g is defined on A as a 

multivalued analytic function on A. The principle of 

log g(z) persistence of functional equation assures that e 

=g(z). Hence the period of log g(z) along J is an integral 

multiple of 2ni and therefore there exists an integer m such 

that 

is a single valued analytic function on A where b is an 
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arbitrarily fixed point in W. We denote by Wl (W 2 , resp.) the 

inside (outside, resp.) of J l (J 2 , resp.). Then we have the 

decomposition 

of h into the difference of two holomorphic functions h j on W. 

defined by 

It is easy to see that h j is bounded on Wj (j=l,2). 

1.4. Let n-l(w l ) consist of two disjoint copies wt and Wi 

such that Wr~A+ and Wi~A-. We define the function F(p) on 

F(p)= 

h on(p) 
(n(p)-b)ffif(p)e 2 

hlon(p) 
e 

Recall that n=n+ on A+ and n=n on A-. Observe that 

h on(p) h on(p) 
(n(p)-b)mf(p)e 2 =(n(p)-b)ffigon(p)e 2 

+ + -1 + for pEA =wlnn (W2 ) and hence F(p) is well defined on A . 

+ - + + - - +-Since f(z )=-f(z ) for z EA and z EA with n(z )=n(z ), the 
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, . 
- - -1 well definedness of F(p) on A =w1nn . (W2 ) is also checked. 

Then FEHoo (n- 1 (Dk » and it is easy to see that F separates the 

points in the fiber n- 1 (z) for any ZEW1UX. Since WCW1 , F is 

the required. 

1.5. The separating function in Lemma 1.1 will be 

essentially made use of later in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 

Here we give its simple and direct application. Two points a 

-1 00 -1 and b in n (Dk ) are always separated by H (n (Dk » if n(a)~ 

points in -1 the fiber n (z) for every 

points in n- 1 (z) for every z in Dk,{z } $k if and only if n n_ 

00 -1 -1 H (n (Dk » separates the points in n (z) for a certain one 

point z in Dk'{zn}n~k' Namely we have the following 

o 

occurs 00 -1 if and only if H (n (Dk » does not separate the points 
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This follows from a general theorem of Forelli (2) (cf. 

also Royden (8). A simple proof can be provided to such a 

restricted situation as above (6). Much more simple and direct 

proof can now be given if we use the separating function in 

Lemma 1.1. The proof goes as follows. Suppose 

-1 separates the points in the fiber n (a) for an aeDk,{z } ~k n n_ 

and choose an arbitrary point c in Dk,{z } ~k. We need to show n n_ 

disc W=A(c,r) (r>O) such that 

Lemma 1.1 then assures the existence of a function F in 

for every zeW. Hence in particular F(c+)tF(c-) with n- 1 (c) 

+ -={c ,c }, which completes the proof. o 

2. Independence on finite parts. 

2.1. In addition to the 2-disc (A-,A,n)=(n- 1 (A),A,n) of an 

admissible determining sequence {zn}n~1 we also consider 2-

-1 discs (n k (A),A,n k ) of determining sequence {zn}n~k+1 (keN). 

in A (neN) and consider subregions 
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-1 -1 -1 We will show that surfaces n (D), nk (Dk ) and n (Dk ) have 

common properties concerning the point separation by bounded 

analytic functions. In other word the separation property of 

{~ } ~1 does not depend on the finite part {~ } ~k for each k n n_ n n_ 

in N. Namely we have 

THEOREM 2.1. The jottowing three conditions on the point 

separation by bounded anatytic junctions are equivatent by 

pairs jor one and hence jor every kEN: 

Since Hoo(D) separates the points in D, (a) is equivalent 

to that Hoo (n- 1 (D)) separates the points in the fiber n- 1 (a) 

for every aED. Here every may be replaced by one in view of 

Fact 1.1. The same remark as above is true both for 

have to consider those base points a that are not the 

Hence we only have to discuss the point separation of fibers 

containing two distinct points. The proof will be given in 

2.2-2.4. 
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2.2. The implication (a) from (c) is trivial since n- 1 (D) 

Next we show that (b) implies (c). We denote by Tk the 

-1 cover transformation of the covering surface (nk (~),~,nk). We 

«> -1 need to find a function in H (n (Dk » which separates the 

(b) there exists an f in Hoo (nk1 (Dk » that separates the points 

-1 in the fiber nk (a). Replacing f by f-foTk if necessary we can 

-1 + - -1 assume that foTk=-f on nk (Dk ) and f(a )=-f(a )~O for nk (a)= 

+ - 00 + -{a ,a }. Define the function gEH (Dk ) by g(z)=f(z )f(z ) where 

-1 +-n (z)={z ,z ) for every zEDk . From the definition it follows 

that every zero of g is of even order and the square root 

~ ~ -1 ~ vg(z) defines the function vg on nk (Dk ) and actually vg=f. 

Finally take the finite Blaschke product 

z-z n B(z)= n 
n:>k 1-z z n 

that has simple zeros only at {zn}n:>k. It is seen that the 

square root v'B(z)g(z) defines the function ,Illg in Hoo (n- 1 (Dk ». 

Since we may identify fibers over a by nand nk and 
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lEg is a required function. 

2.3. The equivalence proof will be complete if we show 

that (a) implies (b). 

First we consider the case when k is even. Assuming (a) we 

need to show that (b) is valid. For the purpose it is 

aED such that F separates the points in the fiber nk1 (r) for 

every rE{a}U(Un~kAn)' Take a Jordan region W in Dk such that 

By (a) we can find an f in H~(n-l(D» that separates the 

points in -1 n (a). Since k is even, we can view that 

-1 the points in nk (al. Hence by Lemma 1.1 we can find an F in 

~ -1 H (n
k 

(Dk » which separates the points in the fiber n- 1 (z) for 

every zEWU{a}. Thus F is a required Fa' 

2.4. The implication of (b) from (a) is shown in the 

preceding number 2.3 when k is even. We next consider the case 

when k is odd. Since k+l is even, (a) implies (b) for k+l: 

~ -1 H (n k +1 (Dk +1 » separates the points in 
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implication (c) from (bl consider~d for the determining 

sequence {zk+n}n~l' the above implies that H~(nk1(Dk+1}) 

separates the points in nk
1 (Dk +1 ). Then, by the implication of 

(a) from (c) considered again for the determining sequence 

{zk+n}n~l' the above implies that H~(nk1(Dk» separates the 

points in n k
1 (Dk ). Thus (a) implies (b) for odd k. 

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is herewith complete. 

2.5. An admissible determining sequence {zn} in ~ is said 

to be rigid if every admissible sequence {~n} of closed discs 

in ~ is nonseparating. Deleting a finite number of terms from 

o 

a given admissible determining sequence still leaves an 

admissible determining sequence. Similarly adding a finite 

number of new points to a given admissible sequence gives rise 

to an admissible determining sequence. As a direct consequence 

of Theorem 2.1 we can say the same as above for the rigidity 

and nonrigidity which is very convenient in practical 

applications: 

THEOREM 2.2. An admissibLe sequence {zn}n~l is rigid 

(nonrigid, resp.) ij and onLy ij {zn}n~k+1 is rigid (nonrigid, 

resp.) jor one and hence jor every positive integer k. 

3. The size of nonseparating discs. 
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, . 
3.1. Fix a 2-disc (~-,~,n) of an admissible determining 

sequence {zn}' Then we choose an admissible sequence {~n} of 

closed discs ~n=~(zn,rnl associated with {zn} and consider the 

region 

( 3 . 1 ) 

We say that {~ }, or {r }, is nonseparating (separating, 
n n 

resp.) if the so called Myrberg phenomenon (cf. Myrberg [7], 

also [9]1 

occurs (does not occur, resp. I. In this section we will give a 

quantitative sufficient condition for {~n}' or rather {rn }, to 

be nonseparating in terms of the sequence {zn}' We already 

know [6] that {r } is nonseparating if we make {r } convergent 
n n 

enough rapidly to zero and our concern here is to determine 

the rapidity quantitatively. 

3.2. In addition to the Euclidean metric r(z,wl=iz-wi in ~ 

we also consider the pseudohyperbolic metric p(z,w) in ~ (cf. 

e. g. [3]) given by 

I 
z-wl p(z".)= --_- • 

1-wz 

The metric p is really a metric in ~ invariant under MBbius 

transformations T of ~: P(T(z),T(w»)=P(z,w). The invariance of 

p under reflection of ~ is also used: p(z,w)=p(z,w). The open 

(closed, resp.) pseudohyperbolic disc K(w,p) (K(w,P), resp.) 

17 



in A with center wand radius p in (0,1) is given by 

K(w,p)={Z:p(Z,w)<p} (R'(w,p)={Z:p(Z,w):>p}, resp.) 

which is also an open (closed, resp.) Euclidean disc in A. 

For a point w in A and a subset X in A we consider the 

distance p(w,X)=p(X,w) between wand X given by 

p(w,X)=inf p(w,z). 
zEX 

For a given point w in A and a number r in (O,l-lwl) we 

consider the quantity O(w,r) defined by 

O(w,r)=inf{pE(O,l): ~(w,r)cK(w,p)}. 

The rotation of A about the origin by angle -arg w gives 

O(w,r)=O( Iwl ,r)=p( Iwl, Iwl+r) 

so that we have 

O(w,r) 1 Iwl(lwl+r)' 

Observe that r~O(w,r) is an increasing homeomorphism of 

(O,l-lwl) onto (0,1). Hence the equation O=O(w,r) can be 

solved with respect to r: 

3.3. With an admissible sequence {zn} of points in A we 

associate the sequence {~n} given by 

~ =-21p (z ,{z } ~ )=-21 inf p(z ,z ). 
n n m m~n mEN,{n} n m 

We now consider an admissible sequence (An} of closed 

in A. With {r } we associate two sequences {o } and {p } given n . n n 

18 



by 
.. 

(nEN) 

and 

We will require {rn } to satisfy one more basic condition. 

For the purpose we fix an arbitrary number a with O<a<l 

and consider two quantities Cn(a) and c=c(a) given by 

C (a)=~(l+a)/(l-a) 
n n 

(nEN) 

and 

-2a/(1-a) c=c(a)=2 . 

Note that O<c<1. 

Our requirement for the sequence {rn } is the following; 

( 3 . 2 ) ( nEN) . 

As is easily seen the condition (3.2) is equivalent to 

( 3 . 3 ) a ~C (a)=~(l+a)/(l-a) 
n- n n (nEN) 

and in turn to 

( 3 .4) 

It follows from (3.3) that 

( 3 . 5 ) 6 ~~ 2a/(1-a).~ ~2-2a/(1-a).~ ~c~ (nEN) 
n n n n n 

which in particular implies a <p <~ (nEN). n n n 

Let a be in (0,1). A positive sequence {rn } is said to be 

19 



· ' a-admissibte for an admissible sequence {zn} in ~ if (3.2) is 

valid for a. Since (3.5) trivially implies O<r <l-lz 1 (nEN) 
n n 

and r +r <Iz -z 1 (n~m), any a-admissible sequence ern} is n m n m 

automatically admissible for {zn}. 

Hereafter we assume that ern} is a-admissible for an a in 

(0,1) for an admissible sequence {zn} of points zn in ~. 

Associated sequences {Tn}' {On} and {Pn } are accordingly 

determined. 

We denote by Kn the pseudohyperbolic closed disc Kn= 

K(zn'Pn ) with center zn and radius Pn for each nEN. By the 

choice of {Tn} we see that Kn (n~l) are disjoint by pairs so 

that 

is a subregion of ~ contained in D given by (3.1). 

pairwise disjoint finite subsets P j (jEN). We denote by Pj the 

and only if Zn~Pj. Hereafter we fix a partition {Pj}jEN of 

{zn}nEN as above. The partition Pj={Zj} (jEN) is said to be 

the identity partition which is not excluded as one of 

possible cases. 

We introduce the final sequence {U,} 'EN given by 
J J 

20 



.. 
~.=sup ( I logp(z ,8Kk l]/1oglz I 

J nEN zkEPj n n 
( j EN) . 

Here we maintain that ~. is a finite positive constant. 
J 

That ~.>O is clear. Since 
J 

we only have to show that 

Note that 

(jEN), 

By simple geometric consideration based upon the Mobius 

invariance of p by rotation of ~ about the origin we see that 

T=inf EN Iz I. Then we have 
n k n 

By the l'Hospital rule we see that 

limlogp(t,sl 
tH1ogp( t, 0 I 

t-s 
. logl-st 

~ ~ ~-'-l-::oC::g;"t:-"'-"" 

21 
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Since the function t~(logp(t.s))/t6gp{t.O) is continuous on 

[<.1). we can conclude that ~k<oo. 

3.5. A sequence {n } is said to be inverse summabte in 
n 

this paper if nn>O (nEN) and In~11Inn<oo. We can now state 

THE MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that {r } is a-admissibte jor an 
n 

~·n . 
( 3 . 6 ) P ~lzIJJ k k 

jor an inverse summabte sequence {n j }. then {rn } is 

nonseparating. 

Recall that Pk and ~. were defined in 3.3 and 3.4. 
J . 

respectively. The proof will be given in the following 3.6 and 

3.7. 

3.6. By Theorem 2.1 the sequence {zn} may be replaced by 

{zn}n~k+1 for any k=O.1.2.···. Therefore we may assume that 

OEK and I"11In.<1. 
JG J 

Contrary to the assertion assume that there exists an f in 

HOO{D-) such that f is not constant on n- 1 (z) for some z in D. 

defined in 3.3. Set 
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we 

evaluate Igl on aKn (neN) following the procedure developed in 

(5]. Consider the annulus 

By the Mobius invariance of p we have 

in the sense of conformal equivalence. Then 

We denote by an and 8n the inner and outer boundary of 

n- 1 (An ), respectively. By the Cauchy formula 

Hence we see for zernthat 

We denote by If(rnJI the length of the image curve f(rnJ of rn 

under f. Then 

The oscillation Osc r f of f over rn is the diameter of f!r n ) 
n 

23 



which is at most If(rn )I/2. On th~' other hand sUP8K Igl~ 
n 

(Osc r f)2 implies that 
n 

Since an/~n~c (cf. (3.5) in 3.3) and (a /~ )1/2=p /~ , we 
n· n n n 

conclude that 

( 3 . 7 ) 

3.7. Let wn =w(.,8Kn ;K) be- the harmonic measure of 8Kn with 

respect to K. By (3.7) we have 

LAW (z)~log(l/lg(z)l) 
n<:;l n n 

on each component 8Kn (nEN) of 8K and hence for every z in K 

where 

Therefore ) ~lA w is a positive harmonic function on K and in 
~_ n n 

particular 

( 3 . 8 ) LAW (0)<+0>. 
n<=l n n 

Let vn be the harmonic function on K with boundary values 

log( Il-z zl/Iz-z I) on 8K,8K and 0 on 8Kn . Then n n _ n 

and in particular 
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Therefore by the inequality (log(~ /p ))/log(1/p )~a (cf. n . n n 

(3.4) in 3.3) we have the estimate 

( 3 . 9 ) 

The comparison of boundary values and the maximum principle 

yield 

1
1-Z zl 

v (z)~ L ((logp(z ,aKk))/logPkjlog k 
n kEN,{n} n Z zk 

for Z in K. Hence in particular 

v (O)~ L ((logp(z ,aKk))/logPkjlog~. 
n kEN'{n} n IZkl 

By the definition of Uj (cf. 3.4) we have 

Hence by (3.9) we have 

By the preliminary reduction made at the beginning of 3.6, 

LAW (0) ",a b L (1- I z I). 
no:1 n n no:1 n 
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By the very basic assumption that'Ly,~l(l-lznl )=+0>, we must 

The proof of the main theorem is herewith complete. 0 

4. Nonseparation criterion. 

4.1. We have considered a condition in 3.5 for {rn } to be 

nonseparating. The condition (3.6) given there is a bit 

implicit, i.e. not enough explicit for the practical 

application. In this section we will give in 4.4 a criterion 

for {rn } to be nonseparating easily applicable to concrete 

cases. First we replace Pk in (3.6) by r k : 

THEOREM 4.1. If {rn } is a-admissibte and 

( 4 . 1 ) 

for an inverse summabte sequence {~.}, then {r } is 
J n 

nonseparating. 

For the proof we observe, since Izkl+rk<l, that 6 k = 

3.3) and ~k<l we see that 

so that (3.6) is valid for the inverse summable sequence 

{Qj/2}jEN' Hence the main theorem assures that {rn ' is 
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nonseparating. 
, . 

o 

4.2. We will further try to simplify (4.1). For the 

purpose and later for other purposes we will use the following 

three inequalities: 

( 4 . 2 ) 

for O<b<l and O<x<l; 

(4.3) 

for O<a<;S<c<l; 

( 4 . 4 ) 

for O<c<a<;S<l. 

2 
O«logl-bx )/logl< 2b 

1b xl-b 

The inequality (4.2) follows from log(l/x»l-x and 

1 - bx 
2 

(b 2) b 2 log 1 b log l+l_b(l-x ) ~l_b(l-x ). 

To prove inequalities (4.3) and (4.4) we consider the 

function 

of x in the interval (0,1) for any fixed ce(O,l). Observe that 

F(+O)=O, F(c±O)=+~ and F(1-0)=(1+c)/(1-c). It is not difficult 

to see that dF(x)/dx>O on (O,c) which implies (4.3). A bit 

more may be in order to show that dF(x)/dx<O on (c,l) but 

anyhow (4.4) can also be deduced in the frame of calculus. 

4.3. In the calculation of P j introduced in 3.4 we need to 

know P(zn,aKk ). The calculation would be easier if We can 
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the sequence {U j } defined by 

v.=sup[ L logp(z ,zk»)/loglz I 
J nEN zkEPj n n 

(jEN) • 

Assume that a sequence {r } satisfies (3.2) for an a with 
n . 

O<a<l so that a :ic1: 
n n 

-2a/(1-a) where c=2 <1 fc.f. 

Then p2=o 1: :iC1:2 implies that 
n n n n 

We now claim the following 

( 4 • 5 ) (jEN) . 

For the proof of (4.5) we only have to show 

( 3 . 5 ) 

for k~n. However this follows from the following: 

( 4 . 6 ) 

in 

Hence we only have to prove (4.6) for the proof of (4.5). 

3.3 ) . 

trivial. By the Mabius invariance of p we only have to show 

the last inequality of (4.6) for the case zn=$)O and zk=O. 

Since 1:k~$/2<$, we have 
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On setting A=vc~k' a=~k we see that O<A<a<8<1 and a fortiori 

(4.4) and then (4.2) implies that 

~1+2vc/(1-vcl=(1+vc)/(1-vc). 

Thus (4.6) and hence (4.5) is established. 

4.4. Using Vj introduced in the preceding 4.3 instead of 

Uj we obtain the following simplified version of Theorem 4.1: 

THEOREM 4.2. Ij (r ) is a-admissible and 
n 

( 4 .7) 
V.~. 

rk:a(l-lzkl llzkl J J (zkEPj' jEN) 

jor an inverse summable sequence (~j)' then (r
n

) is 

nonseparat ing. 

For the proof we use CU.sv. with C=(l-vcl/(l+vcl (cf. 
J J 

V.!1. CU.!1. 
(4.5) ). Since I zk 1< 1, I zk I J J S I zk I J J Hence (4.7 1 impl ies 
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which means that (4.1) 
, . 

is valid for the inverse summable 

sequence {C~j}' Therefore Theorem 4.1 assures that {rn } is 

nonseparating. o 

4.5. In concrete cases Vj introduced in 4.3 is still hard 

to compute. But it often occurs that Vj is estimated in terms 

of ~. introduced at the beginning of 3.3. The calculation of 
J 

~j is in general much easier than that of v j • Thus we view the 

following as the final form of our simplification of the main 

theorem: 

NONSEPARATION CRITERION. Suppose that {z } -l=U, ENP. 
n n.. J J 

satisjies 

( 4.8 ) 

jor a positive sequence {qj} and that {rn } is a-admissible. Ij 

( 4 . 9 ) 
q.~. 

r';;(l-lzl)~JJ k- k k 

or ij {q.} is moreover bounded and {r } satisjies 
J n 

(4.10) 

jor an inverse summabLe {~j}' then {rn } is nonseparating. 

For the proof we use 

(4.9) and (4.8) to deduce 
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· . 

so that (4.7) follows. Theorem 4.2 implies that {rn } is 

nonseparating. If moreover O<qj~q (jEN) for some finite 

constant q and (4.10) is valid, then we see that 

so that (4.9) is valid for the inverse summable sequence 

{Il j /q}. By the first part, {rn } is concluded to be 

nonseparating. 0 

4.6. In the case of the identity partition of {zn} 

conditions in the above criterion of course take the following 

simpler forms. To check (4.8) is reduced to see whether 

(4.8)' 

(k,nEN, kt!n) 

is valid for a positive sequence {qk}' The condition (4.9) 

takes the form 

(4.9)' 

which implies that the a-admissible sequence {rk } is 

nonseparating. If the sequence {qk} can be chosen to be 

bounded in (4.8)', then we only have to see whether the 
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following reduced version of (4.1~) is valid to conclude that 

{rk } is nonseparating : 

(4.10)' 

4.7. At the end of this section we remark that the 

condition (4.10) in 4.4 for any sequence {rn } only assumed to 

be admissible implies that {r } ~k for sufficiently large k is n n_ 

a-admissible. Thus the last part of the nonseparation 

criterion is simplified: {rn } need only to be required to be 

admissible for the case where {qj} is bounded and (4.10) is 

postulated. 

5. Examples of nonseparating discs 

5.1. In this section we will explicitly give bounds for 

{rn } to be nonseparating when admissible determining sequences 

{Zn} are concretely given. Two kinds of {zn} will be treated. 

The first is a {zn} whose set of accumulation points consists 

of a single point on a~ and the second is a {zn} whose set of 

accumulation points is the whole a~. We start with the former 

case: 

EXAMPLE 5.1. For the admissibLe determining sequence 

{Z } ~2 oj points n nllOo . in ~ given by 

zn=1-1/n (n<:2), 
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· . any admissibte sequence {r } of radii r is nonseparating if n n 

( 5 . 1 ) 
l1 n 

rn~(1/n) (n~2) 

for an inverse summabte sequence {l1 n }. 

The proof is given in 5.2. 

5.2. By (4.3) and (4.4) we have 

I(lOgp(zn,zk»/loglznl~(lOgp(zk_1,zk»/loglzk_11 

t(logP(Zn'Zk»/lOgIZnl~(logp(Zk+1'Zk»/loglzk+11 

It is readily seen that 

(2~n~k-1) , 

(k+l~n). 

(n,k;<;2, n;ik) 

which shows that (4.8)' is valid for qk=2 (k;<;2). 

By Theorem 2.1 we may assume that l1 k >1 (k;<;2) in (5.1). Let 

l1k=(l1k-1)/(1+(log4)/logk) (k;<;2). Then 

11k 1+(1+(log4)/logk)l1k 
r k :>( 11k) =( 11k) 

i. e. (4.10)' is val id for the inverse sllmmable {11k}' 
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I ' The right hand side of (3.2)1S not less than 

( -2/(1-a) ~n 4n) . On the other hand rn~(l/n} with ~n~+~ and 

therefore (3.2) is satisfied for sufficiently large n. By 

theorem 2.1 we may suppose (5.1) implies that {rn } is 

a-admissible (cf. also 4.7). 

By Nonseparation criterion for the identity partition we 

now conclude that {rn } is nonseparating. D 

5.3. We turn to the case when the set of accumulation 

points of the determining sequence {zn} is the whole boundary 

EXAMPLE 5.2. For the admissibte sequence 

oj points Znj in A given by 

any admissibLe sequence {r
nJ

,} oj radii r ' oj A(z "r ,) is 
nJ nJ nJ 

nonseparating ij 

( 5 . 2 ) 

jor an inverse summabte sequence {~n} with 1/~n=o(1/n). 

The proof will be given in 5.4-5.7. 

5.4. Let {z ,}=U ENP be the partition of P={z ,} such nJ n n nJ 
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that 
, . 

p ={z .: O:;;j<2 n } (nEN). 
n nJ 

The sequence {~nj} associated with P takes the form 

The subfamily pmk of P is given by 
n 

Then the sequence {Vn } is given by 

v = sup [ I logp(z .,z k»)/loglz kl. 
n Z EP mk nJ m m 

mk ZnjEPn 

We use the following three inequalities which will be 

proven later: 

( 5 . 3 ) 

( 5 . 4 ) 

( 5 . 5 ) 

OJ 

(nEN, q=24+ Il/t2), 
t=l 

Then we proceed as follows: 

:;;q. [(e/( e-l) )/( log I Znj 1-1»). [( 10g"("~3 )/log5) 

= [(qe)/( (e-1 )10g5))' [( log~nj )/loglznj I). 

Thus (4.8) is valid for qn=(qe)/(e-l)10g5) (nEN) so that {qn} 

is a bounded positive sequence. 

For any inverse summable sequence {~n} with 1/~n=0(1/n), 
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i.e. n/ Qn =o(l), by Theorem 2.1, w~ can view {Q~} to be inverse 

summable if 

The condition (5.2) with (5.5) implies that 

-Qn -n-Q~10g26 -n Q~ Q~ 
r .5:2 =2 =2 ,(1/6) :>(l-lz .I)'t' .• nJ- nJ nJ 

Thus (4.10) is valid for the inverse summable {Q~}. 

The right hand side of (3.2) is not less than C'2-n for 

-Q 
some positive constant C. Since r nj :>2 n with n/Q n = 0(1), by 

Theorem 2.1, we may consider that (3.2) is satisfied so that 

{rnj } with (5.2) is a-admissible (cf. also 4.7). 

Thus Nonseparation criterion assures that {rnj } is 

nonseparating. 

5.5. The inequality (5.4) follows from the inequalities 

1-x:>10g(1/x):>(e/(e-1))(1-x) (l/e:>x:>l). 

We next prove (5.5). By the Mobius invariance of P we have 

By the direct computation 

(nEN) . 

By setting e=2n/2 n we have 

Thus we see that 
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including the trivial case of n=l:'Hence we see that 

=1+ 

=1+ 

:>;1+ 

so that we have 

By a pseudohyperbolic geometric consideration we conclude from 

the above relation that 2~nO=P(znO,z~+1,O)=1/(3-2-n). Hence we 

obtain 

from which (5.5) follows. 

5.6. Finally we prove (5.3). For simplicity we set 

Then vk=suPz EP vk ns' Hence we need to evaluate vk,ns for 
ns ' 

every znsEP. We also set 
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, . 
so that v k =L Ikt' In order to evaluate vk we , ns Epns ,ns. , ns 

Zkt k 

thus need to evaluate Ikt,ns and for the purpose first we wish 

-1 -n -k to evaluate logp kt' Set e=2n(s·2 -t·2 ), By the ns, 

rotational and reflectional invariance of p we may without 

loss df generality assume that lelsn, Then 

2 
2 I [2 e 1 -n - k 2 1-cose=2sin (Ie /2)<1;2 n'2 =8(s·2 -t·2 ), 

In addition to the above we use 10ggsg-1 (g>O) to evaluate 

-1 logp kt as follows: ns, 

5.7. We now evaluate v k in the following three cases ,ns 

separately: k=n, k>n and k<n, In the first two cases k~n we 

use the rotational invariance of p to see that Ikt,ns=Ikt',nO' 
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. . 
Here Zkt' exhausts P~O if Zkt exhausts p~s Hence 

and we have the estimate 

To begin with we consider the case k=n. By the 

nO reflectional invariance of p and zkO~Pk we see that 

2 k - 1 2 k- 1 ~ 
. k 2 [ 2) k v k =vk 0= L Ikt 0~2 L I kt 0~2 L 2 12t ~ L lit 2 . 

,ns ,n nO ,n t=l ,n t=l t=l 
ZktEPk 

nO Next let k>n. Similarly as above but noting zkOEPk this 

time we see that 

2 k - 1 
v =V = L I ~I +2 L k,ns k,nO nO kt,nO- kO,nO t=l 

ZktEPk 

Finally we consider the case k<n. Observe that the 

circular arc zkOzk1 corresponds to the circular arc znO z n-k 
n2 

by the radial projection. Hence, by the rotational and 

reflectional invariance of p, we only have to evaluate vk,ns 

for the case 0~s<2n-k. Then 

for general t in 0~t<2k and in particular for t=O and 1. If 
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k-l 
2~t~2 ,then, since k-n s·2 ~l, 

. . 
we see that 

Hence again by the reflectional invariance of p we see that 

Therefore, 

2k - 1 

v ~1 +21 +2 L k,ns kO,ns kl,ns t=2 

2 k - 1 

~8'2k+2.8'2k+2 L 2k /2(t-l)2 
t=2 

~ 2 for the choice of q=24+Lt =11/t , we see that 

vk,ns~q'2k for every znsEP and a fortiori (5.3) is 

established. 

6. Rigid and nonrigid two sheeted discs. 

o 

6.1. An admissible determining sequence {zn} in A, or its 

2-disc, is said to be rigid if every admissible sequence {An} 

2-disc, is said to be nonrigid if it is not rigid. Thus {zn} 

is nonrigid if and only if there exists an admissible sequence 

known (see [6]; cf. also 6.7-6.8 below) that there exists a 

nonrigid (rigid, resp.) sequence as close to each rigid 

(nonrigid, resp.) one as we wish in an appropriate sense. 
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, . 
Hence we may say that there are as many rigid sequences as 

nonrigid ones in a natural sense. It is therefore both 

important and interesting for us to be able to tell whether a 

concretely given admissible sequence is rigid or not. In this 

section a nonrigidness criterion is given and then it is 

applied to exhibit two concrete examples of nonrigid two 

sheeted discs. First we give a nonrigidness criterion in the 

following form: 

THEOREM 6.1. Suppose an admissibLe determining sequence 

{'n}neN in ~ is expressed as a disjoint union oj an admissibLe 

determining sequence {z } eN in ~ and a discrete set Z in ~ . n n 

such that either Z is empty or L,ez(l-I,I )<00. The admissibLe 

sequence 

sequence {Wn } oj pairwise disjoint discs W =~(z ,R ) in ~,z 
n n n 

such that w2k_1nW2k consists oj a singLe point jor every 

positive integer k. 

The proof will be given in 6.2-6.4. In the actual 

application of this theorem later in 6.5 and 6.6 the set Z is 

taken to be empty. However, as a general criterion, the 

presence of Z widely enlarges the applicability of the 

criterion. In connection with this there is an open problem 

whether deleting (adding, resp.) a sequence {w n } in A with 

Ln~1(l-lwnl )<00 from (to, resp.) a nonrigid sequence gives rise 

to a new nonrigid sequence or not. When {wn } is a finite 
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sequence we have seen in Theorema~2 that the answer is in the 

affirmative. 

6.2. We denote by (~-,~,n) the two sheeted disc whose 

determining set is (zn}neNUZ, We denote by bk the common 

the notation r(z,S)=inf,eSr(z,,) for any zeC and any subset S 

of C with r(z,,)=lz-,I, we consider the sequence {dk}keN of 

positive numbers 

(keN) 

and one more sequence (ek}keN of positive numbers 

(keN) . 

Choose the point a 2k- 1 on the line segment (z2k_l,bkl 

connecting two points z2k-l and bk and the point a 2ke[z2k,bk l 

such that 

closed discs ~n and ~, given by 

j 
~2k-l=~(z2k-l,R2k-l-ek/2) 

~2k=~(z2k,R2k-ek/2) 

~~=~("r(,,( U ~ )U(Z,(,}»/3) 
, neN n 

( keN) , 

(keN) , 

The proof will be complete if we find a function feH~(D-) such 

that f separates the fiber n-1(z) for every zeD where 
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, , 
~ -1 D =11 (D) and 

6.3. For the purpose first consider the infinite product 

p(z)= IT (1-q (z» 
n<:1 n 

where 

a -a 
( z)- 2n-1 2n 

qn z a 
2n 

so that 

z-a2n_
1 p(z)= IT . 

n<:1 z - a 2n 

To see the convergence of p(z) in ~ observe that 

(n<:m) 

where 0m(z)=r(z,{a2k : k<:m}). Since 0m(z) is continuous on ~ 

converges absolutely and uniformly on each compact subset of 

~'{z2k: k<:m} for any fixed mEN. Therefore p(z) defines a 

meromorphic function on ~ such that {a2k- 1 : kEN} ({a2k : kEN}, 

resp.) is the set of zeros (poles, resp.) of p(z) on ~. 

Let B be the Blaschke product with the zero set Z (cf. 

e.g. [1], [3], [13]): 

-( z-( 
B(z)= IT ~.--=-, 

(EZ 1-(z 

where we may assume O~Z. Finally we consider the function 

F(z)=p(z)B(z) which is meromorphic on ~ with the zero set 
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the 2-disc with the determining sequence {an}nENUZ, Then the 

square root vFTZT defines a single valued meromorphic function 

~ ~ -1 vF on ~; and hence the restriction f of vF on n* (D) is a 

holomorphic function on n;l(Dl without zeros. Since D-=n- 1 (D) 

may be identified with n;l(Dl as covering surfaces (D-,D,n) 

and (n;l(Dl,D,n*l over D so that D- may be viewed as a 

subsurface of ~; (cf. e.g. [6]), we can consider that f is a 

holomorphic function on D- without zeros. Since 

+ ~ + ~ - -f(z )=vF(z )=-vF(z )=-f(z )to 

for any zED where n- 1 (z)={z+,z-}, we see that f separates the 

points in the fiber n- 1 (z) for every z in D. 

6.4. The proof will be over if we show that fEHoo(D-), or 

what amounts to the same that ,IF is bounded on D- or 

equivalently F is bounded on D. Since IBI~l on ~, we only have 

to show that p is bounded on 

since X~D. Fix an arbitrary aEX, and we will show that 

p(a)~A=5 n (l+2- n ) 
n~l 

which will complete the proof. 

Fix an arbitrary mEN and set 
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" ,. 
Ym=C '1:>~:>mL/2n 

where C" is the extended complex plane. We also set 

which is holomorphic on the closure Ym of Ym in C". 

Take an arbitrary z in 8L/2k (l:>k:>m). If n=k, then by the 

choice of e k 

and therefore 

If n#k (l:>n:>m), then 

and a fortiori 

Thus we see that 

:>5(1+2- k ). IT (1+2- n )=5 IT (1+2- n ):>A 
l:>n:>m,n#k l:>n:>m 

max I p (z) I :>A . 
ze8Y

m 
m 

By the maximum modulus principle, IPm(z)I:>A for all zEYm and 

in particular 1Pm(a)I:>A. In view of the fact that Pm(a)~p(a) 
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(m-7oo) , we can conclude that Ip(a)'!':;;A, completing the proof of 

Theorem 6.1. o 

6.5. We next show that two 2-discs in Example 5.1 and 5.2 

are nonrigid. The 2-disc in Example 5.1 has its determining 

sequence lying on the positive real line to which Theorem 6.1 

is most conveniently applied: 

EXAMPLE 6.1. The sequence {zn} given by zn=l-l/n (n<:2) is 

nonrigid. More generatty any admissibte increasing positive 

sequence {zn} satisfying 

(nEN) 

is nonrigid. 

It is sufficient to prove the second part since zn=l-l/n 

satisfies the condition of the second part. Let 

( kEN) 

which is positive by the condition on {zn} in the second part 

and then let 

which is also positive by the above reason. Then set 

! W2k-1=4(z2k-1,R2k-1)' 

t IIT2k=4(z2k,R2k) 

for every kEN. It is easy to see that {Wn}nEN satisfies the 
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condition of Theorem 6.1 with Z=¢'which assures that {z } is . n 

nonrigid. 

6.6. Next we show that the 2-disc in example 5.2 is 

nonrigid. This comes from the fact that each radial 

distiribution of {zn} satisfies the condition in the second 

part of Example 6.1 and each circular distribution of {zn} is 

much more sparse than radial one. 

EXAMPLE 6.2. The sequence {z .} given by the following is 
nJ 

nonrigid: 

is verified that {Wnj } is a pairwise disjoint sequence of 

discs in ~. Observe that 

mEN}U[ U [u {W m-1: 
nEN 1~k~2n-l n+m-l,(2k-l)2 

mEN}]] 

is the radial partition of {Wnj }. According to this partition 

the totality of required pairings of {W .j is given as 
nJ 

follows: 

n-l 
{<W 2 2'W 2p-l>: n,pEN, 1~k~2 j. 

n+2p-2,(2k-l)2 p- n+2p-l,(2k-l)2 
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Theorem 6.1 with Z=$ then assures'that {z .} is nonrigid. 0 
. nJ 

6.7. We do not have any practical criterion for the 

rigidity such as Theorem 6.1 for the nonrigidity but we have a 

device developed in [6] to produce a rigid sequence by adding 

each even number of new points suitably close to each point of 

any admissible sequence of points given in advance. The device 

was used in [6] to prove the existence of a rigid 2-disc but 

only implicitly. By virtue of Nonseparation criterion we can 

now give a concrete example of rigid two sheeted discs. It is 

constructed from Example 5.1. It is of course possible to 

produce a rigid one from Example 5.2 by exactly the same 

fashion as in the case of Example 5.1. Therefore we only state 

the former: 

EXAMPLE 6.3. The sequence {zn}nEN given by the jollowing 

is rigid: 

(k~2) 

jar an arbitrary inverse summable sequence {~k} with ~k>2 

(k~2) and arbitrary sequences {ak} and {SkI in (0,1/2). 

6.8. For the proof of the assertion in Example 6.3 let 

(~;,~,n*) be the two sheeted disc with {z3k-4: k~2} its 
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, " 
"Ilk 

determining sequence, A*k=~(z3k_4,1/k ) (k~2) and 

Next we consider the two sheeted disc (A-,A,n) whose 

make the following identification: 

We now show that (A-,A,n) is rigid. For the purpose take 

an arbitrary admissible sequence {An} of closed discs in A 

associated with (A-,A,n). We have to show that {An} is 

nonseparating. We see that 

no matter how we choose {An}' This extremely simple fact is, 

however, the key point that makes (A-,A,n) rigid. Let 

Since D~D*, we have 

D=A, U A . 
nEN n 

~ + - 2 Take an arbitrary f in H (D-) and set g(z)=(f(z )-f(z )) 

and {An} is nonseparating. 
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